SECTION 01310
CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

PART 1      G E N E R A L

1.01 DESCRIPTION
   A. Furnish projected construction schedule for entire work.
   B. Revise monthly.

1.02 FORM OF SCHEDULE
   A. Prepare by bar chart method.
   B. Arrange by chronological order by beginning of each item of work.

1.03 CONTENT OF SCHEDULES
   A. Include complete sequence of construction by activity:
      1. Shop drawings, product data and samples: Submittal dates and dates reviewed copies will be required.
      2. Decision dates.
      3. Product procurement and delivery dates.
      4. Dates for beginning, and completion of each element of construction.
      5. Tentative dates for progress meetings.
   B. Show projected percentage of completion for each item of work as of first day of each month.
   C. Furnish subschedules to define critical portions of entire schedule.
   D. Show anticipated payment to complete work.
   E. Anticipated completion date and one year post acceptance inspection date.

1.04 UPDATING
   A. Show all changes occurring since previous month's submission of updated schedule.
B. Indicate progress of each activity.

C. Show completion dates.

D. If in opinion of the Owner, Contractor falls behind in scheduled progress, Contractor shall take steps required to regain lost progress without additional cost to Owner, and likewise revise schedule accordingly.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. Submit initial schedules within fifteen days after execution of Contract or at the time of the Pre-Construction conference.

B. Owner’s Representative will review schedules and return review copy within ten days after receipt.

C. If required, resubmit within seven days after return of review copy.

D. Submit periodically updated schedules accurately depicting progress to first day of each month.

E. Submit number of copies required by Contractor plus four copies to be retained by Owner’s Representative.

1.06 DISTRIBUTION

A. Distribute copies of reviewed schedules to:
   
   1. Owner’s Representative.
   3. Subcontractors.
   4. Owner.

PART 2  PRODUC - NOT USED

PART 3  EXECUTION - NOT USED

END OF SECTION